PARTY ALL THE TIME
Top San Diego hot spots for summer fun
BY: PACIFIC

Tavern

You gotta fight for your right to
party. America’s Finest City is
home to some of the finest night
venues and bars in the country.
Whether you’re looking to enjoy a
few drinks or dance the night
away, San Diego has a bustling
night life that will meet all your
needs.
barleymash

It doesn’t get any more hip thanTrue North Tavern in North Park. A laid back
bar, True North is the perfect place to unwind after a long day at work. With two
full service bars, 30 beers on tap and 25 HD widescreen TVs, you can catch up
with friends on the outside patio or watch the biggest sports events inside.
Groove to the music of soul jams during the week and boogie to the rhythm of
today’s hottest tunes on the weekends. This North Park hub is the place to be on
those long summer nights.
Come in and stay awhile is the motto at Uptown Tavern in Hillcrest. A “super
local” philosophy is taken at this neighborhood bar. Over 20 microbrews flow
from the taps, craft cocktails are a must and locally-grown fare, Uptown Tavern
will funk you up. Start your evening early and enjoy a few drinks in the playful yet
modern venue and stay for the DJ that will be spinning tunes all night long. Like
good neighbors, they offer late night eats and drink specials to keep you fueled
until the wee hours of the morning.
Located in the heart of San Diego’s Gaslamp District, barleymash is a high
energy bar that attracts both locals and tourist. Live entertainment several nights
a week, from bands to deejays, extended happy hours and special events with
prizes and freebies; barleymash is the place to be this summer. If you’re looking
for a more intimate setting and a dry martini visit ginger’s downstairs. Housed
right under barleymash, this speakeasy lounge offers a world-class selection of
vodka and gin. Escape to the under-world in this sleek and sexy lounge.
Back and better than ever, Pacific Beach AleHouse is ready to serve all of your
bar and night club needs. With its own onsite microbrewery and “Hoppy Hours”
every night of the week, PB Ale House is the prime spot to start your night off.
Relish on craft cocktails and ocean views on the upstairs deck as your night out
on the town is just beginning. A live DJ every weekend will get your feet moving,
making your night a memorable one.
Head to Backyard Kitchen & Tap after a day at the beach. The chic yet coastal
venue offers the ideal, laidback-vibe Pacific Beach is made of. Three cabanas,
fire pits and indoor and outdoor bar, you can only have a good time at this

destination. An extensive list of craft cocktails and local beers, accompanied by a
live DJ with make your night one of the liveliest ones of the summer.
It’s all about having a good time at Tavern. Since 1997, Tavern has been one of
the prime nightlife destinations in San Diego. Located just a few blocks from the
sand in Pacific Beach; this bar offers 30 draft handles, an extensive boutique
bourbon offering and a variety of hand crafted cocktails. Specials on shots and
beer are always available and a live DJ is always ready to get the party started.
With the kitchen offering late night eats until midnight, fulfil your nighttime
cravings. Spend a cool summer night at Tavern.
If you’re ready to get the festivities going and want have fun this summer, be sure
to stop by any of these San Diego hot spots.

